Motivation
Artificial intelligence (AI) is enabling both the creation of new kinds of systems and new means of engineering systems. This synergy between systems engineering (SE) and AI can be expected to redefine how systems will be designed and operated in the future.

While AI is being deployed in systems today, there are few principled frameworks to guide its use in engineering design and operation. Conventional approaches in the machine learning (ML) literature view learning in isolation, and without characterization of systems context. Further, conventional ML approaches view learning as a problem-solving procedure, not as a component system or sub-system. Thus, the primary concerns of systems engineers (e.g., specification, testing, measurement, life cycle) have not been directly addressed in the AI/ML literature.

In recent years, however, AI has shown promise in addressing the long-standing challenges in the engineering design and operation of systems. These include management of large model spaces, model curation, multi-objective optimization, and representing and performing computations on large trade spaces. When coupled with digitalization and digital engineering, it is potentially possible that AI could become the primary means for performing top-down design and supporting system operation. The key challenges to AI’s use in SE are in support of model-driven engineering, reasoning with formal models and ontologies as they relate to scalable reasoning procedures (e.g., neuro-symbolic methods), and introducing requisite flexibility in system architectures to assure scalability and extensibility.

Scope
This special issue seeks original papers that address the challenges in realizing SE4AI and AI4SE. Topics under consideration include: life-cycle ready AI; hybrid human/AI systems; cognitive bias in AI systems; systems approaches to AI architecting; systems theory and AI; multi-modal AI; security in AI; adversarial machine learning; trustworthy AI; AI resilience; AI risk analysis; test & evaluation of learning-based systems; automated model-building and simulation; anticipatory design; automation of digital twins; AI-enabled evidence building; AI/SE Workforce Development; model curation.
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Anticipated Contributions

1. TBD/TBA

Timeline (to be updated in coordination with EIC)

1 Mar 2022  Publication of Call for Papers
1 June 2022  Deadline for Submission of Papers
1 Nov 2022  Final decision sent to authors
1 Dec 2022  Final manuscript deadline
1 Feb 2023  Publication
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